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Where I’m from, it is all about shaking a crab, using
no utensils, only your hands, to extract the succulent
meat. Let me teach you how so you can eat twice as
much as your friends!
One of my passions is to pass on the art of cooking
“Northwest” through television and cooking classes.
My favorite lesson has to be showing someone how to
“shake” a Dungeness crab. And my favorite comment
at the end of my shaking crab class is, “You mean after
all these years of struggling to get the meat out, it’s this
easy and I could have been eating so much more?” Let’s
be honest: it’s no fun picking and picking at the inside
of a crab leg or the body and coming out with little
shreds of meat. You want chunks—whole, rich, sweet
pieces of crab to dip into your butter or put on top of
your Louie salad. So grab a crab, lay out the newspaper
or hang out by the sink, and let’s get to it!

all the goodies don’t fall from the inside of the
shell, like the butter and nectar, which can be
used in another recipe if you want.
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Now that you have removed the shell, flip the
crab upright and feel at the front of the crab just
behind the mouth a hole to put your thumb in.
With your thumb, pull down and remove the
mouth of the crab. Right now, stop! If you find
a red meaty blanket covering the interior of the
body, this is the new shell growing and a real
delicacy. Dip it in butter and enjoy it, or sauté
with butter and garlic and a little white wine.
Also, take a look for the creamy butterscotchlooking butter of the crab to save for other
recipes, or just spread it on
a cracker.
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With the abdomen up and the back of the crab
toward you, pull down the very back of the shell
with your thumb. We do this upside down so the

At this point remove the gills on each side of the
crab’s body. Grasp both sides of the crab, holding
both the legs and the body and snap the crab in
half, removing the carrot-shaped abdomen from
the bottom of the crab. The body meat is now
exposed and ready to be washed gently with cold
water. There you have it; you should have two
clean halves of crab now ready to shake.
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Fish and Chips
Northwest Style
A great fish and chips is the same as a great bowl of clam
chowder for me—a taste sensation that dances on my
tongue, reminding me of the salt sea air and childhood
events that shaped my spiritual essence. Okay, you may
be thinking at this point that I might have a bit too much
sand behind (or between) my ears, but fish and chips is
an art, and when it’s made with fresh Northwest fish, it’s
“skookum!” (“awesome,” in Chinook slang).
It’s like most anything, if you have not seen, felt, or
tasted something in its true and proper form, you won’t
know what you’ve been missing. Case in point, I can’t
begin to tell you how many of my restaurant guests tell
me they think that fish is “fishy,” or oysters are “gross,”
and how many have allowed me to indulge their senses
by preparing the food they think they don’t like properly, and giving them a taste. I love to watch as “aha!”
moments light up their faces and they are converted to
seafood lovers. It’s the same with fish and chips. Once
you know what a delight this classic can truly be, an aha!”
moment might just creep up on you too.
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The Fish
I have a secret to confess. I grew so tired of using halibut for fish and chips that one of my sous chefs suggested to me, “Why don’t you write this on the daily
special menu—‘Halibut Fish and Chips Made with Fresh
Cod—Trust Me.’” You know what? It worked. Everyone
ordered the fish and chips because it said halibut, and
everyone also thought the fish that day was the most
moist, flavorful, tender accompaniment to their chips!
My point here is, halibut is phenomenal as a fresh fish,
but it is not the best fish in a deep-fried application such
as fish and chips.
Unfortunately, we have all been brainwashed to
believe that because halibut is considered the cream
of the crop, it should make the best fried fish too. But
halibut is a very unforgiving fish: it easily overcooks, and
subjecting it to the high heat of the deep fryer is one of
the worst places for it. Please save your beautiful, fresh
halibut for other cooking methods, and let’s focus on
fresh or frozen cod for fish and chips. Cod pulls through
the freezing process much better than halibut because
of its higher oil content. The cod’s oil content also helps
the cod maintain its integrity in the deep fryer, making
a much more flavorful and tender finished product. In
other words, cod is much more forgiving. This is why I
recommend true cod, lingcod, rockfish or any fish in the
rock family to make a superior fried fish.

JOHN NELSON’S
FISH & CHIPS
BATTER
Serves 4
2 cups all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
Pinch of salt
1–12 ounces beer (play with
different types of beer to find
your favorite flavor)
Th e Coating:

2 cups rice flour
Pinch of salt

1/4 teaspoon white pepper
1/4 teaspoon granulated onion
1/4 teaspoon granulated garlic
Canola or peanut oil for frying
2 pounds cod, cut into 3-inch
portions
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et’s be honest: to tell you everything I know about batters would require
another book. So I’ll just give you my personal favorite batter recipe. For
a crisp, non-greasy fried fish on the outside, and a pure and tender inside,
it’s all about the coating. You’ll see what I mean in the recipe that follows.
Of course, this is my personal bias, but I really don’t like an oily fish with my

chips, do you?

There are many ways to create a light and crisp batter: soda water for
lightness, baking powder for leavening and crispness, for example. But let’s
make it easy by whipping up a quick beer batter and making a crisp coating using seasoned rice flour, thus removing the worry of winding up with
greasy fish.
Sift the flour, baking powder, and salt together in a mixing bowl.
Mix in the beer with a wire whisk until smooth. Keep the batter
in the refrigerator until ready to use.
Blend all coating ingredients together. Put the coating mix in a pie
plate or other low dish.
Heat the frying oil to 375°F in a heavy-bottomed pot. Use enough
oil to fill the pot only halfway, to guard against splash-over.
Dip fish in batter, scraping off excess batter against the side of the
bowl to leave a light coating on the fish. Immediately dredge the
battered fish in the coating mixture. Slowly place the fish in the
hot oil and cook until it becomes a light golden brown.
Meanwhile, place a cooling rack on top of paper towels. Carefully
remove the cooked fish from the hot oil with a slotted spoon.
Place the fried fish on the rack to drain off excess oil. This method helps maintain a crispier end product versus putting the fish
directly on a paper towel, which retains too much moisture and
can lead to fish with soggy bottoms.
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